
Approximating fully complex spatial modulation
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Any desired diffraction pattern can be produced in the Fourier plane by the specification of a
corresponding input-plane transparency. Complex-valued transmittance is generally required, but in
practice phase-only transmittance is used. Many design procedures use numerically intensive, con-
strained optimization. We instead introduce a noniterative procedure that directly translates the
desired but unavailable complex transparency into an appropriate phase transparency. At each pixel the
value of phase is pseudorandomly selected from a random distribution whose standard deviation is
specified by the desired amplitude. We also derive statistical expressions and use them to evaluate the
approximation errors between the desired and achieved diffraction patterns.
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Introduction
This study is motivated by our desire to design
phase-only filters and diffractive elements with a
small amount of electronic computation, and thereby
permit programming of arbitrary spatial modulation
at real-time rates. Popular design procedures (e.g.,
the Dammann grating,1 3 simulated annealing,4 itera-
tive constrained optimization,5 6 and other iterative
procedures) are only practical if performed off line
because of both the numerical cost of performing
Fourier transforms repeatedly and the further cost of
evaluating the sensitivity of the transform with re-
spect to a large number of pixels (frequently every
pixel of the input-plane spatial light modulator.)
Although it can be argued that for some applications
all necessary phase-only filters can be computed off
line and stored in memory, in other applications
either too much memory is needed to do this afford-
ably or there may not be advance knowledge of what
filter is needed.

There are many procedures in the area of computer-
generated holography, especially kinoforms, that per-
mit direct synthesis of the input plane. These presup-
pose that the Fourier transform pair between the
fully complex-valued input and the Fourier planes is
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known, and they work by encoding the desired com-
plex values to appropriate phase settings. The direct-
synthesis design procedures thus permit program-
ming at real-time rates if the desired Fourier plane
pattern is known.7 The amount of memory is also
minimized if the complex-valued Fourier transform
pair can be written as an easily computed function.

Most frequently the direct procedures group a few
adjacent pixels together as a single pixel that approxi-
mates several discrete settings over the complex
plane (i.e., cell-oriented encoding).8 However, this
reduces the space bandwidth, which is already quite
small (say 128 x 128 pixels) for current spatial light
modulators, as compared with traditional fixed pat-
tern holographic and diffractive optical elements.
The procedure we present here is also a direct method,
but one for which a continuous value of phase is
selected for each individual pixel, independent of all
other settings (i.e., point-oriented encoding.)8

Our method directly follows from mathematical
models (presented below) of far-field diffraction from
arrays of randomly phased point sources. More
specifically, the phases are treated as independent
and nonidentically distributed random variables.
Many previous studies have considered random phase
diffusers in which the phase statistics are identically
distributed across the diffuser.91 0 Their objective
was improved holographic reconstruction of the inten-
sity of objects, for which the phase was of no concern
to the observer. In our design we are interested in
reconstructing full complex objects from a variably
random phase-only filter plane. In our analysis and
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design procedure it is convenient to represent the
random variables with a single probability-density
function that is varied in its mean and standard
deviation. Our analysis shows that, on average, the
pixels with phases drawn from distributions of larger
standard deviation behave as if they have smaller
amplitude transmittances. This result originally oc-
curred to us when we noted an average contrast loss
for arrays of phase-only pixels that have identically
distributed phase errors.1" We now recognize that
this earlier result is just a special case of the more
general result for nonidentically distributed phases.

The ideal spatial light modulator (SLM) for our
procedure modulates phase continuously over a full
2rr range. Regularly spaced pixels are assumed in
the examples below but are not required in our
theory. These characteristics are typical of those
anticipated for the piston-modulating (or flexure-
beam) deformable mirror devicel2 and are achievable
with birefringent13 and twisted nematic' 4 liquid crys-
tals. For binary and multilevel optics the quantized
values of phase can be modeled as statistical depar-
tures from the desired analog phase, and this added
effect on the diffraction pattern can be estimated.1"15

Concept
Our design procedure specifies the degree of random-
ness (i.e., standard deviation) of phase at each pixel as
a way of approximating arbitrary values of amplitude.
This is analogous to placing a diffuser of spatially
varying roughness over the input plane. Increasing
roughness at a pixel decreases its coherent contribu-
tion to the far-field pattern. The remaining incoher-
ent or diffused light is spread over the entire diffrac-
tion pattern and contributes a noise background that
is frequently referred to as speckle. The design
phase at any pixel is specified as the expected value of
its random phase distribution. Thus the full com-
plex input plane can be viewed as a cascade of a
deterministic phase screen with a variable roughness
phase screen.

This interpretation follows from the statistical
expectation of a complex exponential of a random
argument, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1
and is derived in the following section. Figure 1
shows the spatial phase and amplitude for two types
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of phase-only pixels: piston-only pixels, those that
produce a single value of phase across the pixel width,
and tilt-only pixels, those that produce a linearly
varying value of phase across the pixel width. The
design procedure is concerned with the former struc-
ture, and the latter is provided as a further example of
the concept. The leftmost of the four plots of ampli-
tude and phase represents a random phase pixel.
Because phase is a random variable we show an
ensemble of phase values. The ensemble average of
the random complex exponential produces the result
in the second column: an average value of phase and
a loss in amplitude transmittance. The example of
pixels with random tilts shows a similar result in that
the average amplitude transmittance decreases with
increasing phase fluctuations that directly corre-
spond with distance from the pivot point. Further
discussion and analysis of the effects of random tilts
are described in Ref. 11.

Because both expectation and Fourier transform
are linear operations, the expected complex ampli-
tude of the far-field pattern of the piston-only pixel, as
well as an array of pixels, is the Fourier transform of
the expected transmittance. The expected intensity
of the far-field pattern consists of the magnitude
squared of the complex amplitude plus a broad pedes-
tal caused by the average intensity of speckle.

In our design procedure, rather than average many
trials, we instead select a single value of phase from
the ensemble for each pixel. The expected complex
amplitude and intensity of the far-field pattern for
this situation is mathematically equivalent to that
described in the previous paragraph. More impor-
tantly, the actual far-field pattern approximately
resembles the average pattern that results from the
coherent summation of a large number of random
wave fronts. Thus the formation of the far-field
pattern can be viewed as a physical example of the
central limit theorem, i.e., the so-called law of large
numbers.' 6

Mathematical Analysis

Deterministic Expressions

The following definitions for arrays of piston-only
pixels are used in the development of the statistical
expressions. The complex transmittance of an indi-
vidual pixel centered at position x equal to xi in the
input plane will be written as ai(x), and the transmit-
tance of the array of the N individual pixels is

N

t(x) = I ai(x) = 2 r(x - xi)exp( ji),
i=l i

Pistons Average Tilts Average
Fig. 1. Expected transmittance of random phase-only pixels (both
piston-only and tilt-only pixels).

(1)

where Pri is the phase shift produced by the ith pixel of
the SLM. The appreviation r(x) = rect(x/w) has
been used where w is the width of each pixel.
Equation (1) shows that the amplitude and phase of
each pixel have been defined in local coordinates
centered around x = 0 and then shifted to pixel
locations xi. In this and subsequent equations the
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inactive area between the pixels is treated as being
zero amplitude. We do this to focus on the fundamen-
tal effect. It is also a reasonable assumption in light
of current SLM's that either have nearly unity fill
factors (in the case of deformable-mirror devices and
binary optics) or that are fabricated with opaque
shadow masks (such as current liquid-crystal displays.)
The intensity of the far-field diffraction pattern is
written

I(f.) = T(f.)T*(f.) = S{t(x) fD t(x)l, (2)

standard deviation vi,

Mi(l) = exp(- 2 oi2), (7)

and for uniformly distributed phase with total spread,

(8)vi = f1i2ui,

Mi(l) = sinc[~I]

where T(fx) is the Fourier transform of the transmit-
tance t(x), i.e. T(fx) = 59{t(x)}, and where ED indicates
the correlation integral

a(x) E) b(x) = a(x' + x)b*(x')dx'. (3)

The squared intensity spectrum expressed in terms of
the fourth-order autocorrelation of SLM transmit-
tance is

12 = TT*T*T = .9{[t(x) ®f t(x)] eD [t(x) fD t(x)]}. (4)

Unlike convolution, the order in which correlations
are performed affects the result, and thus the brack-
ets are required in Eq. (4).

Statistical Expressions
The expected value of a complex phasor of a random
argument is frequently referred to as the characteris-
tic function' 6 of the random variable i:

M'(o) = (exp(jwqi))) = exp(jwqj)pp()dij

= 2,r{p,(*)%, (5)

where ( ) is the ensemble average (i.e., expectation)
operator and where pt,(*) is the probability-density
function of *. The last equality in Eq. (5) empha-
sizes the well-known Fourier transform relationship
between the probability of the density function and
the characteristic function. If the phases i are
independent random variables, then the expected
value of pixel transmittance ai(x) is

di(x) = (as(x)) = (r(x - xexp(jib)),

= r(x - xi)Mi' M,

= r(x - xj)exp(jij)Mj(1), (6)

where Mj' is the characteristic function of ij and Mi is
the characteristic function of the unbiased values of
phase Aj - (qi). We have written the last line of Eq.
(6) to identify the magnitude and phase components,
and it corresponds to the average piston case in Fig. 1
(second column).

We considered two specific probability distributions
for phase ij. For Gaussian distributed phase of

(9)

For either distribution the average amplitude trans-
mittance at each pixel i can be controlled explicitly by
selection of the value of the standard deviation i.
In digital simulations we prefer the uniform distribu-
tion because most Gaussian random-number genera-
tors are derived by performing additional numerical
operations on uniform samples. A further advan-
tage of using uniform statistics is that the total
spread never need exceed 2ir, whereas with Gaussian
statistics the standard deviation can be infinite, and
which can lead to overflow and underflow errors if not
handled carefully.

The expected value of Eq. (1), using either probabil-
ity distribution, is the expected SLM tranasmittance

N

!(x) = E (ai(x)) = 2 r(x - Xi)p,'/ 2 exp(jQii),
i=1 i

(10)

where we use the parameter

P = M,2(1) (11)

to simplify subsequent expressions. Note that be-
cause the expectation and Fourier transform opera-
tors are both linear, the expected far-field transmit-
tance (more precisely, the angular spectrum) is

T(f) = 519(x)-. (12)

The nomenclature in Eq. (12) of using lowercase
letters for space-domain variables and uppercase
variables for frequency-domain variables will be used
throughout this discussion.

The most general expectation for the intensity of
the far-field diffraction pattern of SLM's with statisti-
cally independent pixels follows from the first equal-
ity in Eqs. (1) and (2). It is

I(fx) = S (Aj(fx)Aj*(fx)),
iij

- S (Ai)(Aj*) + z (IAi 2),
i~j i

= (A,)( - | I(A,) 12 + E ( IAd 12),
i j i i

= IT1 2 + 1 [(IAI 2 ) - I i2], (13)
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where the intermediate results indicate how we used
independence to simplify the expression. This ex-
pression shows that the expectation nearly separates
into (T) 12, except for terms involving the autocorrela-
tion of the input-plane pixels (i.e., terms for which

= j). Under the same assumption of independent
pixels, we find that the most general expression for
the squared far-field intensity is

(12) = EjEj (AiAj*Ak*Al)
i k I

+42[I T14] + T2 + E ((A2) - 2)

+ 4 Ret T* E( Ai |12A) - Ai')Xj*

+ 21 A1
2A, - 2(1A i 2)A1)]

+ I [(IAi 4 ) - 61~I4 + 8(1Ai12 )IAiI 2

i

- I(A, 2 )12 - 2(1Aj12)2

+ 4 Re((A 2)A 1*2 - (jA I )X*)].

It was found by substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (4) and
then taking the expectation of Eq. (4). The second
quality was found by a procedure similar to that of
Goodman.18 (See Appendix A for more details.)
The standard deviation of intensity cr(f,) is then
directly found through the use of the well-known
result

g12 = (I2) - Y2 (15)

For the specific case of piston-only, nonidentically
distributed random phase, Eqs. (13)-(15) simplify to

(= |{(x) E) !(x) + [r(x) r(x)] z qi},

= IT(fx)2 + R2(fX) qi, (16)

where

qi = 1 - Pi, (17)

U2 (f)= I2- 2T4 + IT 2 - TAI 2

- 4 Re[ TTB*] - GA. (18)

We introduce a shorthand for defining repeated auto-
correlations of the rect function r(x):

(14)

fied with the additional definitions for the Gaussian
distribution

tA(x) = E g2 (X - 2xi)exp( j2i)qipi,

tB(x) = g3(x - xi)exp(ji)qi12pi/ 2,

gA(x) = g4 (x) z q, 
i

(20)

and for the uniform distribution

tA(x) = z g 2(x - 2xi)exp(j2i)(pi - di),
i

tB(x) = z g3 (X - xi)exp(ji)(qi - pi + di)p,1/2,

gA(x) = g4(x) W (qi - 3p, + 6p,2 - 4pidi + d1
2),

i

(21)

where

= sinc[ (22)

Discussion and Interpretation

The expected intensity pattern, Eq. (16), contains the
desired design intensity pattern, the magnitude square
of Eq. (12), plus an additional term proportional to
G2(f,) = R2(fX) that we associate with the average
level of speckle intensity, and which is often referred
to as halo or pedestal.' 9 This second term is propor-
tional to the far-field diffraction pattern intensity of a
single pixel. Examination of Eq. (18) also reveals
that each of its terms has the common factor G4(fx) =
G2

2(fx). Thus for a standard definition of signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR),

SNR(f) = ()r, (fx) (23)

the term G2(fM) cancels out and is independent of
spatial frequency. The reciprocal of Eq. (23) basi-
cally describes the relative approximation error (espe-
cially when a,1 is small compared with I and the
contribution of pedestal can be practically ignored).

Another type of SNR that is quite common in
describing the quality of an optical correlation peak is
the ratio of peak intensity to background noise level;
this is often referred to as the peak-to-noise ratio
(PNR). The analysis above permits calculation of
this as well; however, unless the pixels are point
sources, the pixel element factor G2(fx) has to be
considered and so there will be different values of the
SNR depending on the pixel fill factor.

g.(x) = [r(x) ED... r(x)]., (19)

where n indicates the number of rect functions (i.e.,
n - 1 integrals). Equation (18) is completely speci-

Summary of the Design Procedure

The above analysis indicates that a phase-only source
distribution can be treated as a full complex distribu-
tion for the purpose of approximating a desired
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far-field pattern. The results from above can be
used in a design procedure as follows. Specify the
desired far-field pattern T(f.,). Fourier transform to
the desired source distribution t(x). For each pixel i,
invert Eq. (9) [preferred, or Eq. (7)] to find oi, and
select a pseudorandom number, appropriately scaled
by vi to represent the random phase i. Then Fou-
rier transform the array of random phase-only pixels
to evaluate the actual far-field pattern. If desired,
compare the actual far-field pattern I(f ) with Eqs.
(16), (18), and (23). In the next section we use this
procedure to illustrate designs of diffraction patterns,
including evaluations of the quality of the approxima-
tion.

Computer Verification and Demonstration of the Theory

General Experimental Conditions
Several designs have been simulated and analyzed,
two of which are presented in some detail here. In
every case the design is for a 128 x 128 pixel
phase-only SLM. It is represented as a 128 x 128
array of samples embedded in the center of a 512 x
512 array of zeroes. We use a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) routine to approximate the Fourier transform
of the array and of the individual terms comprising
the expectations in Eqs. (16) and (18).

The uniform random-number generator DRNUNF
(from the IMSL numerical software library from
IMSL, Inc., Houston, Tex. 77042-3020) with initializa-
tion subroutine RNOPT(6) was used. We mention this
because initially there were problems when we used
the random-number generator RAN1 given in Ref. 20.
Specifically, when we attempted to verify Eqs. (16)
and (18) by Monte Carlo estimation (i.e., ensemble
averaging of a large number of identical designs
generated with different random-number seeds), the
estimates sometimes converged to different results
than in the equations. The discrepancies were espe-
cially obvious at harmonically related sets of spatial
frequencies. This may indicate that RAN1 produced
correlated sequences in these experiments. These
problems, however, were not discernible in individual
design runs because of the magnitude of the random
fluctuations.

When using DRNUNF we did find that plots of Monte
Carlo estimates of the expected value and standard
deviation of intensity, except for small fluctuations,
appear to match our expressions closely when 1000
design runs are used in the estimate. We also checked
that the relative error between the theory and the
estimate decreases with an increasing number of
design runs and that this improvement is roughly
proportional to the square foot of the number of
design runs used in the estimate, as would be expected.
Our closest result, using 105 design runs, converged
to the theoretical expressions with a fluctuation of
less than 0.4% standard deviation.

Pseudorandom Encoding of Binary Amplitudes
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the design of a phase
modulation to approximate an elliptically shaped

aperture of eccentricity 6:1. Figure 2(a) shows the
desired amplitude modulation, and Fig. 2(b) shows
the corresponding phase-only modulation. The
mottled region in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to phase that
is totally random (uniform statistics with spread
vi = 2'r), and the white region corresponds to con-
stant phase (vs = 0). Figure 2(c) shows the expected
intensity, Eq. (16) from the random modulated SLM,
and Fig. 2(d) shows the resulting intensity pattern.
It is basically an elliptical version of the Airy pattern
(the exact far-field pattern of an elliptical aperture) on
top of a uniform intensity (dark gray) background.
The actual diffraction pattern [Fig. 2(d), the far-field
pattern of the phase-only modulation] also resembles
the elliptical Airy pattern on top of a speckle pattern.
Figure 3 presents quantitative information along the
vertical axis of Figs 2(c) and 2(d). The thin curves
depict the error bars of ±ou1 added to the expected
intensity. These provide a rough idea of the magni-
tude of the actual fluctuations, both of the coherent
peak and the speckle-dominated sidelobe region.

It should be apparent that fluctuations and thus
approximation errors will be smaller for those binary
amplitude designs that use a greater number of
nonrandom pixels. This relationship can be seen in
Eq. (23), which simplifies to

NN 2 + NR
SNR(0) = -NNN2 + NR

(2NRNN2NR + N 2)112

NN
. __N (24)

at zero frequency where the diffraction intensity
peaks. 2' Here NR is the number of randomly modu-
lated pixels on the SLM and NN is the number of
nonrandomly modulated pixels, and their sum is the
total number of SLM pixels, 16,384. The approxima-
tion in Eq. (23) is valid except for SNR close to unity;
for instance, for 1000 nonrandom pixels the relative
error is roughly 1% and the SNR is 5.7. Figure 4
plots relation (24) against 500 run Monte Carlo
estimates of SNR(0). These estimates correspond to
elliptical aperture designs, with a major axis of 128
pixels and eccentricity ranging from 1 to 13, and
circular apertures of diameter from 42 to 128 pixels.
For reference, there are 2016 nonrandom pixels in
the ellipse of eccentricity 6:1. This data point on
Fig. 4 is nearly indistinguishable from the point for a
circular aperture with a diameter of 50 pixels and
that contains 1976 pixels.

A second performance measure describing the qual-
ity of the far-field diffraction pattern is the PNR,2 -24

which we choose to define here as

_ (0) _ NN 2 l(0)
PNR = cri(f) NR 2SNR2(0) Af (25)

where f., is assumed to be a frequency in the sidelobe
region. The approximations follow by assuming the
expected transmittance is negligible, i.e. (T(f.,)) = 0 in
Eqs. (16) and (18), with respect to the speckle inten-
sity in the sidelobe region. Additionally, we set the
ratio of G2(0)/G2(fX) to unity, mainly to indicate more
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 2. Pseudorandom phase-only design of elliptical aperture. (a) Desired amplitude modulation. (b) Phase-only approximation to (a).
(c) Expected value of (d) the intensity of the far-field diffraction pattern. Only the central 128 x 64 pixels of the 128 x 128 modulation are
shown in (a) and (b). Only the central 128 x 128 pixels of the 512 x 512 FFT are shown in (c) and (d). We have nonlinearly transformed
the intensities in (c) and (d) by the exponent 1.3 (i.e., gamma) to increase the contrast of low-lying sidelobes of the Airy pattern.

dramatically the simple relationship between PNR
and SNR(0). In our simulations, for which we chose
fx as the Nyquist frequency [i.e., the point halfway
between the (0, 0) and the (1, 1) diffraction order], the
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Cross Section (0,fy)
Fig. 3. Diffraction pattern of phase-only approximated elliptical
aperture. The actual pattern (thick curve) is compared with the
expected intensity plus and minus the error limits of one standard
deviation. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the saturation (full-
white) level of corresponding figures, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The
spatial coordinates are normalized so that one unit corresponds to
one of the 128 resolvable scan positions of the SLM or four samples
of the FFT window.

first approximation is within 1.5% of the exact value
of the PNR for 1000 or more nonrandom pixels. The
third approximation indicates that the average level
of speckle in the sidelobe regions is equal to the
standard deviation of intensity. This result is not
unexpected based on previous observations that the
intensity of fully developed speckle patterns is expo-
nentially distributed and that the standard deviation
of this distribution is equal to its mean."" 19

100

a

z
CO

50.

- Theory
* Estimate

0 5 310 0

Number of Nonrandom Pixels
Fig. 4. SNR at diffraction peak as a function of number of
nonrandom pixels for pseudorandom encoding of binary ampli-
tudes.
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Pseudorandom Encoding of Continuous Amplitudes
We have also evaluated the design procedure for the
approximation of an apodized input plane. Two-
dimensional Gaussian, Airy pattern, and sinc func-
tions with varying aspect ratios have been synthesized.
We originally chose the sine and Airy functions to
produce brick-wall and top-hat diffraction patterns.
However, the finite spatial extent of the SLM severely
truncates the ideal functions and produces significant
in-band ripple (Gibbs phenomena) and large sidelobes.
The only feature that recommends this design is the
extremely rapid transition band.

The transition bandwidth can be readily traded off
with ripple and sidelobe level by the window design
method that is widely used in the design of finite
impulse response digital filters.25 In this method
one controls truncation effects by multiplying the
ideal, infinite extent functions by an amplitude-
tapered window in place of a rect function. One of
the best windows for the design of uniform intensity
patterns is the Dolph-Chebyshev function. It is
considered optimal in the sense that its Fourier
transform produces the minimum mainlobe width for
a given sidelobe level.26 The parameter a specifies
the sidelobe level of 200 in decibels.

We have used the window method to design a
pseudorandom phase modulation that will diffract

into a close approximation of a brick-wall shape.
The design function is a one-dimensional sinc func-
tion multiplied by a Dolph window in both coordinates.
Our general design goal for this example is to produce
a diffraction pattern with the largest aspect ratio (or
eccentricity) possible that still reasonably resembles a
brick-wall shape. We feel that for a 128 x 128 SLM
this goal is met by the function sinc(4x) multiplied by
Dolph functions in x and y that each have a equal to
1.3.

This result is presented in Figs. 5 and 6. In order
to show the correspondence between amplitude in
Fig. 5(a) and random phase in Fig. 5(b) more clearly,
the gray-scale image shows, rather than phase error,
the absolute phase error

04(xi) = I - i I (26)

The value of a has been chosen just large enough so
that the sidelobes disappear in the speckle back-
ground in Fig. 5(d). They are still somewhat appar-
ent in the expected intensity, Fig. 5(c). Figure 6(a)
makes clear that increasing a further also increases
the intensity of speckle, and overall passband ripple is
not reduced because the random fluctuation is al-
ready larger than the ripple for the Dolph function.
The aspect ratio of this diffraction pattern is 6.7:1 at

1, (b)
( 

(a)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Pseudorandom phase-only design of Dolph-windowed sinc apodization: (a) Desired amplitude modulation. (b) Phase-only
approximation to (a). (c) Expected value of (d) the intensity of the far-field diffraction pattern. All units and settings are the same as in
Fig. 2 except the recording gamma, which is unity for (c) and (d).
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Fig. 6. Diffraction pattern of a phase-only approximated Dolph-
windowed sine apodization. (a) Cross section across vertical axis
(0jf). The actual pattern (thick curve) is compared with the
expected intensity and the expected intensity plus and minus the
errors limits of one standard deviation. Horizontal dashed lines
indicate the saturation (full-white) level of corresponding figures,
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Legend and units identical to those in Fig.
3. (b) Cross section across horizontal axis (fi, 0). The expected
intensity (thick curve) is compared with the expected intensity
sinc2(fx) if no Dolph windowing had been employed.

the half-power points as measured from the plots in
Fig. 6. Figure 6(b) also shows that the Dolph window-
ing in the vertical direction has widened the diffrac-
tion pattern by approximately 25% at the half-power
points.

To compare the performance of various design
functions with the phase-only encoding procedure, we
introduce the definition of the effective number of
random pixels,

N
NB -m qj. (27)

Equation (27) is identically the amplitude of the noise
pedestal term in Eq. (16), and it is identical to NR for
the case of binary modulation. Figure 7 compares
the SNR for the various functions studied. The
curves demonstrate a rough correspondence, with the
apodized functions being more closely clustered than

Effective Number of Nonrandom Pixels
Fig. 7. SNR as a function of effective number of nonrandom pixels
for pseudorandom encoding of continuous amplitudes. SNR(O) is
plotted for Gaussian and binary, and average SNR across passband
is plotted for Dolph and sinc designs. The sinc is a rectangularly
symmetric function, and the Gaussian is a circularly symmetric
function.

the binary amplitude functions. The circularly sym-
metric approximation to an Airy pattern on the input
plane is not shown, but its performance nearly over-
lays that for the sinc curve in Fig. 7. For reference,
the SNR of the design in Figs. 5 and 6 has a SNR of
roughly 8, which corresponds to an effective number
of 1000 nonrandom pixels.

Conclusions

We have presented a method, based on properties of
random phase having spatially varying statistics, that
approximates fully complex input-plane modulation.
Diffraction patterns from pseudorandom phase-only
modulation can be as energy efficient as any passive,
fully complex modulation, with performance loss
arising from the addition of a nearly uniform level
speckle background. Designers can use the method
to specify diffractive optical elements directly from
Fourier transform relationships between the input
plane and far field. The performance of any design
can be readily evaluated, and the quality of the
far-field patterns can be anticipated from the effective
number of nonrandom pixels in the input plane. In
the remainder of this section we consider potential
applications of the method. The method is espe-
cially useful in that phase and amplitude are specified
independently of each other. Although the ex-
amples in the last section demonstrate the approxima-
tion of amplitude-only inputs, the mathematical analy-
sis shows that any value of phase (specified as the
average value of phase) is permissible. For example,
the far-field pattern can be translated by adding a
phase slope to the design values of phase values.
Therefore, one can use a single phase-only SLM to
perform simultaneous and independent beam shap-
ing and beam steering. Two-dimensional scanners
can be envisaged that have much more flexibility than
current ones. Scanning is not limited to rastered
formats, and multiple spots can be formed. For such
applications, it should generally not be necessary for
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one to use a new set of random numbers each frame.
Instead of generating them on the fly, one can store a
single frame of random numbers in a video memory.
A simple class of functions can also be selected for
beam shaping that use a small number of function
calculations and memory.

It may be possible to apply this flexibility in scan-
ning to pattern recognition, tracklng, and sensing.
Currently raster scanning of lasers is used as a way to
sense outlines of objects.2 An edge point is identi-
fied by a sudden change in reflectance while scanning.
A phase-only SLM-based scanner can locate edges
and then adapt the beam shape to enhance the return
from the edge. Spots could be contoured and posi-
tioned to fit over multiple edges and corners, and this
could be used as a feature-based method 28 of tracking
or recognition.

The pseudorandom design procedure may have
various applications to the design of free-space optical
interconnects. Certainly designs can be directly syn-
thesized, and their performance can be readily evalu-
ated; however, their optimality is not guaranteed.
We believe that the approach may nonetheless reduce
the computation time of other design procedures by
providing a better initial guess for the iterative design
procedures, especially simulated annealing ap-
proaches4 that start with a pseudorandom array of
weights anyway.

What our design procedure does not address is the
numerous local minima that one forms by placing the
constraint of a phase-only input plane on the design
statement. For example, the Dammann grating has
a multiplicity of unique solutions consisting of evenly
spaced diffraction peaks of equal intensity and phases
of 0 or ,r.2 One finds the most diffraction-efficient
design by exhaustively solving for every possible
combination of phase. However, we already know
that the most diffracation-efficient designs corre-
spond to those that have a large number of nonran-
dom pixels. It may be possible for one to use this
information to guide such global searches more effi-
ciently.

In optical correlators, pseudorandom phase modu-
lation can represent (typically) real-valued images in
the input plane and complex filters in the filter plane
with an accuracy that is reasonably modeled. We
have proposed a compact phase-only correlator that
uses a single phase-only SLM to perform both input-
and filter-plane modulation. 9 The pseudorandom
encoding is an alternative to nonlinearly transform-
ing real-valued image data to phase. In the filter
plane one may use pseudorandom modulation to
approximate the full complex matched filter without
employing a full complex SLM. Even though the
performance will be reduced from that from full
complex filters, it may provide useful experimental
information for researchers in advance of practical
full complex devices.

Pseudorandom phase-only design may well prove
useful in many optical processing applications be-
cause it is a direct noniterative procedure, and

straightforward mathematical expressions are avail-
able for the determination of performance bounds of
the procedure.

Appendix A
We present a brief sketch of the derivation of Eq. (14),
the second-order statistical moment of the far-field
intensity I(f.,). Under the assumption of statistically
independent pixels, we find that the expectation
simplifies to expectation over each pixel when sub-
scripts i, j, k, and 1 are not equal; however, there are
many cases where some or all of the subscripts are
equal. In fact, there are 15 possible combinations of
equal and nonequal subscripts. These are enumer-
ated in Goodman.' 8 The 15 terms can be grouped
into seven distinct terms as

(12) = EE (AiAj*Ak*Al)

- ~~~*A~~*~ + (A~I 1)

4 Re (JAi I2Ai*)Aj
i~ej

+ 2 JXE (A~i 2)I4I) 
i~j i~dj

+4 ~~~12)
iEE jk i jk

+ 2 Re EE (Ai )j*Ak*.
idj~dk

(Al)

Each multiple summation with unequal subscripts
can be rearranged as a few summations for which
there is no inequality constraint on the subscripts.
An example of this is presented in the derivation of
Eq. (13) for the double summation that describes the
expected value of the far-field intensity. The summa-
tions in Eq. (Al) over two, three, and four subscripts
are handled in a similar manner, only the algebra is
more tedious. One can handle the algebra more
easily by using the following tensor shorthand:

Tijkl = YI ,I aibiCkdi,
i jk 

(A2)Tijkl = IJ aibjCkd1.
i~djdk1 i~ejdk4e

Summations over two and three subscripts are simi-
larly defined as T1i and TiJk. There should be no
confusion between the use of the tensor symbol Tjk1
and transmittance T(f,,) in this discussion.

The relationships between tensors with subscripts
that can be equal and those that cannot be equal are

i~ej

ij~k idj i~ej idj

(A3)

The second line of the second equation in Eq. (3)
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follows from the first equation. Similarly, we use
Eq. (A3) to derive

Tijkl =Tijkl - 6Tiiii + Tiij + Tijij + Tijji

+ 2(Tiiij + Tiiji + Tijii + Tiia)

-(Tiijk + Tijik + Tijjk + Tijki + TijkJ + Tijkk)-

(A4)

We use Eq. (A4) to represent the first term of Eq.
(Al). When (Ai) = ai = bi* = ci* = di, as is the case in
the first term of Eq. (Al), we can use this symmetry to
simplify Eq. (A4) to

Tijkl Tijkl - 6Tiiii + 2Tiijj + Tijji

+ 8 Re Tiiij - 4Tiijk - 2 Re Tijki- (A5)

We use Eqs. (A3) and (AS) to evaluate the six terms in
Eq. (Al) that have unequal subscripts. Certain terms
are recognized as (I) and (T) [see Eq. (10), (12), and
(13)], which then leads to Eq. (14).
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